The first two chapters of Precious Perversions explore the role of camp in queer southern humor, beginning with the first chapter's survey of several plays by Tennessee Williams. Pugh catalogs several instances in which Williams expressed distaste for camp stylistics, which Pugh suggests were an attempt to broaden his appeal and avoid being classified as "an exclusively homosexual writer" (23). He argues that the comic undertones of Williams's plays invite camp performances and, reading several plays in terms of camp and sadomasochism, finds in that combination an "undercurrent of transgression and latent humor" (41). In chapter 2, Pugh claims that Truman Capote similarly subverts social norms, though he approaches Capote's work through the lens of genre play. While this chapter addresses a wide range of Capote's writing, it primarily examines the screenplay for Beat the Devil, the novel Other Voices, Other Rooms, and his unfinished, posthumously published novel Answered Prayers, arguing that their camp elements show how Capote tweaks the forms and expectations of the southern gothic novel. According to Pugh, "Capote's moments of gothic excess encourage readers to see the landscape as horrific but with an undercurrent of sly humor" (57).
Chapters 3 and 4 share the second half of their titles, "the Gender Politics of Southern Humor," and they both investigate the structures of women's comedy. Exploring the queer conservatism of National Review columnist Florence King's memoir, nonfiction, and essays, Pugh argues in chapter 3 that King's comic writing exposes the South's "queer underbelly" (86). He specifically attends to her repeated jokes about sexual violence and rape, noting that "King's humor echoes misogynist discourses, yet here too she finds rhetorical power" (80). Rita Mae Brown similarly disrupts social norms, and in chapter 4 Pugh argues that Brown's novels "sparkle with a humor that respects few boundaries of southern and sexual propriety" (113). He does, however, point out moments in several of Brown's novels where she recycles the jokes of other writers, a criticism he also levels against Capote's Answered Prayers. Despite these comic missteps, Pugh argues that Brown's comedy challenges gender stereotypes by playing feminist ideals against southern social norms, critiquing both while presenting, in the end, "a message of queer liberation" (107). While Brown and King display conflicting political investments, these chapters demonstrate how southern lesbian humor commonly dismantles expectations of feminism, queerness, and conservatism.
The final two chapters explore the limits of Pugh's treatment of southern comic writing. Chapter 5 details how Dorothy Allison infuses her narratives with hopefulness by including humor as a necessary part of responding to trauma. Pugh suggests that Allison's writing models a kind of "women's bravado" that she also develops in her characters (115). In Bastard Out of Carolina, for example, "the absence of laughter" causes Bone to feel isolated in her own home, and she takes sustenance from the humor of other family members (131). Chapter 6 engages the concept of the so-called postsouthern South that has been a focus of much recent southern studies scholarship. Pugh challenges the sense of place he develops over the previous chapters by focusing on the work of the New York-born Sedaris, who-as a childhood transplant-represents the kind of socioeconomic migrations that threaten to homogenize the South. According to Pugh, Sedaris disrupts southern literary norms and demonstrates postsouthern anxieties through the openness with which he treats homosexuality and race relations. Pugh observes that, for Sedaris, African American characters serve primarily as "comic foils" (150). This calls to mind one possible critique of Precious Perversions: examining queer comedy by black southerners would have allowed Pugh to tease out the implications of Williams's, King's, and Sedaris's portrayal of southern race relations.
Precious Perversions is a survey at its core (chapter 1 mentions no fewer than seventeen Williams plays), so suggesting further texts to include is consistent with the main project of this book. Pressing for more in-depth examination of race relations or of any particular text, however, disrupts that project, perhaps to its detriment. After all, as Pugh comments in chapter 2, "[c]amp invokes style over substance, a privileging of social facades rather than philosophical foundations" (49). While Pugh moves quickly from one text to the next, he has a good ear for the comic snippet, which allows him to both play across those facades and trace some key themes underlying them. Near the end of the introduction, he worries that an academic study cannot possibly be as pleasurable as its source texts. When he quotes Florence King's memoir-"No matter which sex I went to bed with, I never smoked on the street" (68)-Pugh's analysis may not match her arch wit, but Precious Perversions successfully uses such moments to tease out the implications and tone of queer southern comedy.
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